This paper-explores the present experimental limits on the existence of a hy-,pothetical force which would only couple to charged leptons; the neutral particle -. . carrying the force having a mass greater than several MeV/c2.
The known forces which act on leptons (electroweak and gravitational) also act on quarks and other particles.. Similarly, proposed interactions involving leptons, the Higgs particle interaction for example, are also proposed for quarks. Therefore most searches for new forces have depended upon quarks partaking in that force, *-even if a final lepton signature is required. Such searches are irrelevant for a new force which acts only on leptons: a lepton specific force. In this paper we describe some present experimental limits on the existence and properties of lepton specific forces which couple only to charged leptons. We show that the limits are least imposing when the mass of the particle carrying the force is larger than about 20
MeV/c2. This leads us to describe possible experiments which could probe further -.-mto the question of the existence of a force coupling to charged leptons. We have -two interests in such experiments.
-. One interest comes from puzzling over the peculiar properties of the known lepton compared to the known quarks. Unlike the quarks, the two masses in a lepton doublet are very different; indeed, the neutrino mass may be zero. Unlike the --quarks, there is no evidence for generation mixing: p lepton number conservation ---holds to at least 10-l', r lepton number conservation holds to at least 10m4 to 10m5. Might another peculiarity of the leptons be that there is a force associated only with charged leptons ? The latter might be related to the disparate masses problem.
Our second interest comes from a desire to carry out precise and sensitive measurements at high energy which do not involve complicated or poorly understmd properties of quarks. Such measurements must either not involve hadrons or only involve hadrons in a well understood way. Some electron-positron collision reactions meet these criteria and have been carefully studied:
e+ + e-+ e+ + ee+ + e-+ fJ+ + l-, e=p, 7
Other reactions which meet these criteria are:
~+p-d++-t~+p $=e, P e+p+l++l-+e+p J=e, P
The comparison of the precision and sensitivity of different measurements requires an hypothesis as to the unknown physical phenomenon which might be revealed by increased precision or sensitivity.
We use the hypothesis of a force coupling only to charged leptons, and a model described next.
In this model the force is carried by a particle called X of mass mx; X is neutral and does not change lepton number, Sec. II. To get a feeling for the extent of + present limits, X is allowed to be a pseudoscalar or a vector particle.
-. . In describing current limits on a lepton specific force we will sometimes make We conclude in Sec. VI with a discussion of possible future experiments on the existence of a charged-lepton specific force. The emphasis is on the region of large --rnA because this is the region where the limits discussed in this paper exercise the least constraints.
II. MODEL, LIMIT PHILOSOPHY, LIFETIME
A. Model and Limit Philosophy
We take the X to be either a pseudoscalar or vector particle which couples -only to charged leptons. Using the subscript e to represent a charged lepton, the -. X-lepton vertex has one of the following forms ---pseudoscalar: -igxeveY5ue
vector: -igxece7pUe (14   (3 We define oAe = gte/4r.
We do not have a fixed idea as to the dependence of the coupling constants gxe on the nature or properties of the lepton e. Unlike the Higgs particle hypothesis we do not connect gxe with the lepton mass, me. We do not assume relationships -i&de a set of gxe's. Each limit is considered separately and presented on a graph of the type of Fig. 1 .
Our philosophy in this paper is to-sketch out the approximate pseudoscalar and vector limits on oAe for various ranges of mA. We can use approximate limits, usually the 90% CL limit, because we are not testing a specific theory. Our purpose is to find regions where limits on a lepton specific force are least constrictive, our goal is to carry out search experiments in some of those regions.
There are two other spin and coupling possibilities: scalar and axial vector. We have not reported on all possibilities because it would make too long and repetitive a paper. With these other possibilities the limits are either less restrictive or about as restrictive as the cases we discuss. A further simplification in our considerations is that we assume there is only one X particle which couples to a specific lepton.
We ignore the possibility that two different X's couple to the same lepton, hence we -avoid the complication that effects from the two X's weaken or cancel each other. 
where ti = 6.6 x 1O-22 s MeV and rnA is in MeV.
In most searches the crucial parameter is not Q-A, but the decay length, La = e7~r~. Electron beam dump experiments in which the X is directly detected require '.
Ld larger than tens or hundreds of meters. Experiments which require the X to leave a production target before decaying require La larger than millimeters or centimeters.
C. Lifetime When rnA < 2me
Suppose X couples to only one lepton, the charged lepton e, and rnA < 2me.
Then the dominant decay mode for the pseudoscalar is X-V+7 If X is a vector it cannot decay to two y's. The decay mode X -+ 37 will have a lifetime longer than that in Eq. 3b by a factor of about l/o.
III. LIMITS FROM ge -2 AND g, -2 -----A classic activity in atomic and particle physics is to search for new physical phenomena-by comparing measurements of ge -2 and g, -2 with calculations.
We need only copy the very useful formulas from Ref. axial vector:
The limits on Aae are not symmetric. 
Au, < +1.50 x 10m8
Au, > -0.72 x 10m8
The limits on Aae in Eq. 5 lead to the excluded regions in Fig. 1 . When rnA 5 me, the upper limit on cux is of the order of 2rAae, a drastic constraint on aAt.
This constraint weakens when ,rnA > me, the upper limit increases approximately as rni. As stated in Sec. II.A, we assume only one X couples to a lepton.
The limits on a~ provided by Aae are a foundation on which we erect other rY limits from other data and searches, Sets. IV-V. Note that although Au, is about 100 times larger than Au,, at large values of rnA there is a stronger constraint on cuxP compared to CXX~ due to the effect of the muon mass.
IV. LIMITS FROM ELECTRON BEAM DUMP EXPERIMENTS
A. O<mx<2m, -Two electron beam dump experiments, l'j61 schematically described by We can interpret the null results of these experiments for our purposes by noting that the X could be produced by the process, Fig. 3a , ee-+ nucleus -+ e-+ X + nucleus or nucleons , (64 analogous to electron bremsstrahlung. Some X's which reach the detector and have sufficient energy will interact with the material in the detector through the process, No electromagnetic showers of greater than 2 GeV energy were found in 4 radiation lengths of the detector when a total of 30 coulombs of 20 GeV electrons ewere used. We show here the calculation of the limit on cuds for X being massless and a vector. The pseudoscalar case and mass dependence are related to the massless vector case using relations given by Tsai, ~1 and is shown in Fig. 5 .
An EGSf311 shower simulation gives the number of X's produced in the dump that are within the detector acceptance to be 3.76 a~Ja X's per incident electron.
For C coulombs, the number of produced X's is:
The shielding contains about 1300 radiation lengths, but since we are only concerned with CXX~ < lo-* because of the ge -2 constraint, that is negligible attenuation of X's in the shielding. The probability that a X of 2 GeV or more en----ergy produces a shower in an Nrad radiation length detector is (7/9) NTad (cr~Jo>. Once rnA > 2m, the X lifetime becomes too short to use our interpretation of this experiment. But at this boundary another set of search experiments can be used, those connected with the possibility of the production of anomalous e+e-pairs in heavy ion collisions.
B. 2m, < rnA rS 15 MeV/c2
In the past decade there has been continuing but confusing evidencel*l that there is anomalous production of e+e-pairs when heavy ions such as Th and U collide. When the kinetic energy of the incident ion is about the energy required to overcome the Coulomb barrier between the nuclei, there appear to be peaks in the e+e-mass spectrum between about 1.5 and 1.8 MeV/c2. -A great deal of theoretical and experimental research has involved the hypothesis that the e+e-pair are the decay products of neutral particle produced in the heavy ion collision, -which we call X.
One area of experimental research has looked for the X through the sequence:
e-+ nucleus. + e-+ X + nucleus or nucleons (9a) --
The reaction in Eq. 9a is the same as that in Eq. 6a and Fig. 3a . Tsailgl gives the theory and cross sections for this reaction. The decay process, Eq. 9b, must take place outside the production target, Fig. 4 , setting a lower limit on the X lifetime. As shown in .There is no calculation of the limits imposed by these experiments if X is a vector particle.
In that case the X momentum spectrum is similar to the y momentum spectrum from . 
through both y and X exchange. If X is a vector particle the cross section is given by -the formula for 7 and 2' exchange 11*1 with the 2"s axial vector coupling parameter set to 0.
In the barycentric system The sizes of rl and r2 and hence the relation of the xlim's to c depends on -- mA. When 1s -rni1 -mArA the s-channel resonance in R, dominates a', and the deviation from pure photon exchange will depend on x2. Otherwise the y -X interference term, rlx in Eq. 16, is most important and the deviation depends on x.
In looking for a deviation from pure photon exchange it is crucial to examine how the luminosity was determined in a measurement of a'(e+e-+ e+e-). The use of large-angle e+e-+ e+e-scattering to determine the luminosity negates the search for a deviation. We have used the comparison of g'(e+e-+ e+e-) and 
This is for the partial cross section for the range -c < cos ~9 < c.
The E values given in Eq. 24 lead to the upper limits on (YX,~ in Fig. 10 and on ~~~~ in Fig. 11 .
3. Discussion of cyyxecL, ox,,
---The upper limits in Figs. 10 and 11 on (27) do not set limits on gxe unless we know a connection between Gus and gxe. In the special case of gAe = 0, the upper limit on oAee tells us nothing about Yxe. In a model which copies the Higgs-particle hypothesis with gxe = (me/m,)gx,, the in&vidual upper limits become are given by axe = g$/4r = (me/me)axee and 11 .
In Fig. 10 we compare the (YX,~ upper limit, solid curve, with the upper limit on Jm, dash curve. The CYX~ limit is obtained from e+e-+ e-'-e-, Sec. 1V.A; the oxp limit is obtained from,gCL-2, Sec. III. For much of the range of rnA < 29
GeV, the $CG& UPP er limits are smaller than the CYA~~ upper limit.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In the spirit of our model we discuss separately the e, p, and 7. We remark on the limits given in this paper, we point out other existing data that can be examined, and discuss possible future experiments.
A. Electron Specific Forces -1. Remarks on Limits and Use of Other Data
Figures la, 7, and 8 summarize the limits on the X -e system. When rnA .
is greater than about 200 MeV/c2, the smallest upper bound on CXX~ comes from -.
e+e: -+ e+e-. Depending on the properties assumed for X, the upper bound lies between 10e2 and 10e5 for most of the rnA range. Smaller upper bounds occur of _.-course at the resonant mass for the data we used, rnA = 29 GeV/c2. But such a ---bound has little use because it only applies to an rnA mass range about 0.1 GeV/c2 wide at 29 GeV/c2.
The increased sensitivity of the e+e-+ e+e-cross section at the resonance mA = Ecm might be used over a broader mass range by analyzing data acquired during energy scans. For example, the energy range from about 3 to 6 GeV was scanned at SPEAR,23 and from about 30 to 46 GeV was scanned at PETRA."
To-se such scan data close attention must be paid to how the large angle Bhabha scattering was normalized. We have not made such a study.
We are studying 24 data from PEP on the reaction e+ + e-+ e+ + e-+ e+ + e-, (284 , looking for the process e+ + e-+ e ++e-+A X + e+ + ee-e (2 w through detection of an e+e-mass peak at mA. Figure 12a shows one of the Feynman diagrams for this hypothetical process.
Possible Future Experiments
A X search method analogous to that in Eq. 28b uses electroproduction on a proton -.
e-+p+e-+p+A Figure 12b shows one of the Feynman diagrams. Again the X would be detected by an e+e-mass peak. In an ep fixed target search using an e-beam of energy Ebeam, zthe mass range is limited by rnA < ,/ 2Ebeam mpTOtOne This limit is smaller than the ---rnA < E,, limit for the e+e---+ e+e-X process in a storage ring. However the ep fixed target-search experiment can be designedI25l f or a higher effective interaction rate and hence greater sensitivity. The search can also be carried out at the HERA ep collider now under construction.
In thinking about possible methods to search for a X coupled to an e, one can consider a deliberate energy scan of the e+e-+ e+e-cross section, looking for -6hFresonance at E,, = mA. The scanning could be done in an e+e-collider or in a fixed target experiment. Unfortunately such a scanning search at existing e+e-I storage rings would be a long experiment and could not be justified at this time.
The mass range in a fixed target scanning search is limited to rnA < d2Ebeamme, about 220 MeV/c2 for the 50 ,GeV e-beam at SLAG. We have not investigated whether such a search could extend into the unexplored regions in Figs. 7 and 8 .
B. Muon Specific Forces
Remarks on Limits and Use of Other Data
If the X couples only to the ~1, our only limits on oxP come from gP -2, The study-of the P-'-,X-mass spectrum in muon trident production -. P*+N+~*+N'+~++~-(304 also provides a way to search .for a muon-specific force. One would look for the process ---p++N+p *+N'+X x+p++p-
which would occur through a diagram similar to that in Fig. 12b with all e's replaced by p's. T. Sloan I26l has brought to our attention a studyI27l of the p+p-mass spectrum from the reaction in Eq. (30a), the data having been obtained by the European Muon Collaboration. I27l There are no unexplained peaks in the y-pmass spectrum. The upper limits which this null result imposes on oxP has not been calculated.
We have already noted in Sec. V.B.3 that we learn little new from e+e---+ p+pcL-compared to the joint limits from e+e--+ e+e-and gcL -2. This assumes our model in which ICYX,~ I = 4-1. Th ere may be more complex models which do not have this equivalence.
We are studying I241 data from PEP looking for the process e-.
e+ + e--4 e ++e-+A x+p++p-
This could take place through a Feynman diagram analogous to that in Fig. 12a .
Possible Future Experiments
If the precision of the g, -2-measurement is improved, then the unexplored region of cram -rnA in Fig. lb Another way to extend the search for a X which couples only to the ,LL is to -.
study the process in Eq. 30a with increased statistics compared to Ref. 27 . We have not studied the sensitivity which could be achieved. rOther possible future experiments could explore the product ~x~cY+,. Extend- there would be an effect on r decays proportional to a~~. These two types of limits require some discussion of r physics and data and will be presented elsewhere.
2-----We have no suggestions on how to better explore the limits on a~~ if the X couples only to the 7. Indeed little more can be done even if the X also couples to the e. One cannot get much sensitivity from a search using e+ + e-+ e+ + e-+ X x++++7-; thse will not be a r+r-mass peak even if rnA > 2m,. The r remains a challenge -to experimenters. .:.:,:.:.:.:.: .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., .,.,.,.,., ,. ,.,.,.,.,.,. _.. ., ,, .,.).,.,.,.,.,. ,. 
